
Dear Minister Gerd Müller

Regarding

LINK: The focus will be on fair trade, more private investment, more bottom-up 
economic development, more entrepreneurial spirit and, above all, more jobs and
employment.
LINK: Equitable global structures and institutions – Reforms in Africa must also
be matched by reforms in Europe and at global level. The main areas are fair 
trade, combating illicit financial flows and putting a stop to arms sales to areas 
in crisis […] Value creation not exploitation – Africa must be more than the 
continent of raw materials.
LINK: Our African partners need fair opportunities. This requires changes, in 
Germany, Europe and worldwide: Put an end to harmful exports to Africa; move 
from free trade to fair trade, promote economic structures and establish local 
value chains[…]
LINK: Support the private sector in establishing sustainable supply chains, for 
example “no-deforestation” supply chains for soya and palm oil and “fair supply
chains” for cocoa, coffee and bananas.
LINK: ensuring fair participation in growing added value […] Afford Africa 
better access to EU markets and enable African countries to use protection 
mechanisms to develop their own agricultural sector […] Abolish all trade-
distorting agricultural subsidies at WTO level

I'd like to ask you to take note of the very important but alas almost totally neglected and thus 
forgotten work of Niek Koning and Peter Robbins (2004) about International Commodity 
Agreements (ICA) and supply management for supporting the prices of tropical export crops, 
especially cocoa. 

Although Professor Niek Koning is retired he still can be contacted at niek.koning@ziggo.nl. 
The last few years he worked hard to finish a new book. It is called Food security, agricultural 
policies and economic growth; long-term dynamics in the past, present and future, and will be 
published by Routledge next spring (see https://www.routledge.com/Food-Security-Agricultural-
Policies-and-Economic-Growth-Long-term-Dynamics/Koning/p/book/9781138803053).

Without taking notice and implement Niek Koning's findings on ICA it is my believe that the 
Marshall plan with Africa promises will stay dead letter.

Sincerely yours
Steven Schepers
Oxfam-Wereldwinkel Hasselt
http://fairtradekookboek.wordpress.com

1. SEE attachment PDF konik_robbins page 17-20 (9. An example)

Just by way of example, in this section a sketch how a control arrangement for a tropical export 
crop could be achieved and how it could work, elaborating on a model that has already been 
described in Koning et al. (2004).

https://www.bmz.de/en/what_we_do/countries_regions/marshall_plan_with_africa/introduction/index.html
https://fairtradekookboek.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/konik_robbins.pdf
https://fairtradekookboek.wordpress.com/2017/02/09/duitsland-heeft-fair-trade-marshall-plan-klaar-voor-afrika-een-uitdaging-voor-oxfams-informatieve-en-educatieve-taak/
https://www.bmz.de/en/what_we_do/countries_regions/marshall_plan_with_africa/chapter_04/01/index.html
https://www.bmz.de/en/what_we_do/countries_regions/marshall_plan_with_africa/chapter_03/01/index.html
http://www.howwemadeitinafrica.com/big-supermarket-chains-southern-africa-keep-small-suppliers/57492/
http://www.howwemadeitinafrica.com/big-supermarket-chains-southern-africa-keep-small-suppliers/57492/
https://www.bmz.de/en/what_we_do/countries_regions/marshall_plan_with_africa/chapter_02/02/index.html
https://www.bmz.de/en/what_we_do/countries_regions/marshall_plan_with_africa/10_starting_points/index.html


2. SEE attachment PDF 16500IIED page 436 (Where There’s a Will There’s a Way: Supply 
Management for Supporting the Prices of Tropical Export Crops)

The authors, Niek Koning and Peter Robbins, suggested over 10 years ago that although ICAs were
not perfect, they delivered some outcomes that remain desirable but are often unattained
by producers today.The collapse of ICAs owed more to the influence of nonproducer
countries than that of producers. Industry and government lobbying in the US
and the EU – where consumers benefit from lower prices – helped undermine the
ICAs. Since 1980 real prices of tropical export crops have more than halved, leading to
increased poverty, ecological damage and urban population flows.
The ICAs were not designed to raise commodity prices but to stabilize them at
levels, which were ‘equitable’ for both producers and consumers. Other examples from
history, such as quota systems in developed countries during the 1930s, show that intervention
can work.

The authors aim to refine past ICA approaches, proposing a new model, which
they term ‘contemporary supply management’ (CSM), to achieve price rises, reduce
opportunities for rent seeking and break the cycle of dependence of developing countries
on consumer countries.While most ICAs in the past included both producing and
consuming countries, CSM is aimed at producers only, in order to lift prices to a level
agreed by the parties to the agreement.The authors argue that this more market-based
approach avoids the inefficient incentives and outcomes that damaged the original ICAs.
Producers could form a cartel, choose a desired price range and limit their production
to match demand, through transferable production quotas.An intergovernmental secretariat
would manage and enforce these new-style ICAs, ensuring that prices were kept
within acceptable ranges for countries by purchasing and destroying excess stock. It
would use peer pressure to enforce producer and retailer compliance.An interim export
tax would be used to finance the endeavour.

Problems with such arrangements would include free-riding, rent-seeking, abuse
and evasion.However, the chapter argues that opponents of ICAs exaggerate these problems.
It suggests that the problems could be mitigated by mobilizing broad support,
linking the schemes to product quality, environmental sustainability and improved
conditions for workers.

The reality of commodity production means that surpluses will always arise and
mechanisms are needed to ensure that countries and individual farmers have some flexibility
in their production strategies, such as the use of buffer stocks. Achieving cooperation
between producer countries would require considerable political will.
Production is often spread over tens of countries, and a cartel can only operate with the
most significant countries involved.While all producer countries would benefit from
cooperation within a cartel, the biggest threat stems from ‘cheating.’ Cooperation
between companies could greatly facilitate supply management: they could agree to
cease trading with free-rider countries or quota-busting producers, and help monitor
supply flows and destroy short-term low-quality surpluses. One proposal is for the international
secretariat to establish its own trading company to develop ‘guerrilla’ tactics
and intervene in the market to stop ‘free-riding’. Further issues concern government
behaviour, such as taxation of farmers and manipulation of exchange rates.

https://fairtradekookboek.files.wordpress.com/2017/02/16500iied.pdf

